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1. Pose questions at any time by clicking on the “Q&A” icon
Panelists will reply directly or answer live during the moderated discussion

2. Introduce yourself to panelists via the chat

The chat box will only be visible to the panelists and is not public

3. Respond to polls as they are launched
Make your selections and remember to click “submit”!

4. All participants are muted

Given high attendance in this webinar, all lines will remain muted
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POLL
What would best describe your role in a potential Corruption Risk
Analysis (CRA) in your operating context?
a. Donor/Funder
b. Program/Project manager in a conservation organization
c. Program/Project implementer in a conservation organization
d. Member of the Government
e. Other
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What we´ll cover
Introduction to webinar focus and goals, introduction of speakers
Overview of CRAs: Main goals and types of CRA
Using tailored corruption studies to inform U4 Partner approaches in Cambodia and Zimbabwe
Lessons from implementing a CRA in Colombia as a TNRC pilot
Insights from USAID work with context analysis/PEA
Discussion: How to make the most of corruption context analysis opportunities for conservation?

Overview of CRAs: Main goals

 CRA is any research methodology whose primary aim is to assess corruption, corruption
risks, and/or anti-corruption interventions in a given context
 CRAs seeks to identify weaknesses within a system which may present opportunities
for corruption to occur
 Involves identification of issues associated with, contributing to, or otherwise
facilitating corruption in a particular setting
 CRAs involve some degree of evaluation of the likelihood of corruption occurring
and/or the impact it would have should it occur
 CRAs provide evidence of actual or perceived corruption in a given context in order
to inform anti-corruption strategies and policies or for advocacy purposes

Approaches and Methods for CRAs
TYPE OF APPROACH/METHOD

DESCRIPTION

SCALE/EXAMPLES
Multi-level: Institutional and Context Analysis (UNDP)

POLITICAL ECONOMY ANALYSIS

PEA is concerned with the interaction of political and economic processes in a society:
the distribution of power and wealth between different groups and individuals and the
processes that create, sustain and transform these relationships over time. An increased
understanding of contextual factors is an essential tool for capturing informal realities
“behind the façade” in governance matters (such as corruption).

Country: Power Analysis (SIDA), Strategic Governance and Corruption Assessment
(Netherlands); Drivers of Change (FCDO); Applied Political Economy Analysis (USAID)

Sector: Political Economy Analysis for Sectors (ODI/FCDO)
PUBLIC CORRUPTION (PERCEPTION, ATTITUDE & EXPERIENCE)
SURVEYS

The perception of target groups concerning corruption based on the assumption that
there is an association between perceptions and actual corruption

Multi-level. e.g., TI CPI

APPROACHES INVOLVING DIRECT OBSERVATION AND
OBSERVATION OF PROXIES

Obtaining indications of corruption through direct experience (e.g., attend criminal
proceedings) and observation of phenomena that are assumed to be proxies or nearproxies of corruption in a given context

Multiple

Corruption risks in terms of actors, relationships and interactions, in a value chain to
pinpoint areas where corruption is most likely to occur. The benefit of this approach is
that it highlights specific ‘hotspots’ where action to reduce risks can be concentrated.

Sector: TI - Transparency and Integrity in Service Delivery in Africa (TISDA) Risk Map,
ADB - Guidelines for Implementing ADB’s Second Governance and Anticorruption Action
Plan (GACAP II); Resource Governance Index

VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS

INTERVIEW-BASED METHODS

Interviews with relevant persons: users, officials, experts and/or other members of the
public is often the most important method for securing information on corrupt practices
or other malfeasance. Such methods are frequently employed in the other types of
analysis noted above.

Multiple

CRAs: Potential and Limitations
• Allow management of corruption risks at
various levels and help create responses
based on a prioritization of risks and threats
• CRAs facilitate the development of tailored
anti-corruption measures -> efficient than
general or mainstream measures in
particular contexts
• Can be key to prevention of corruption ->
aim is to prevent corruption rather than rely
on investigating and sanctioning corruption
cases

• CRA analyses are typically highly influenced by how
corruption is defined and by whom
• Limited resources (financial and technical) relative to
required methods for understanding risks
• Effectiveness and impact is dependent on context:
• Factors such as media coverage of specific corruption
scandals may excessively amplify popular perceptions
about the overall level of corruption
• The secretive nature of many corrupt transactions
may contribute to an underestimation of corruption
in people's perceptions
• National and/or sectoral assessments can lead to findings
and recommendations that are general or vague

Using tailored corruption analysis to inform U4 Partner approaches
Country

U4 Partner

Approach

Timeframe
studied

Author/s

Year

Main Results

Cambodia

Sida – aim
was to inform
U4 Partner
AC
approaches
in Cambodia

Critical
Political
Economy
Analysis
(including infield
interviews)

2008-2018

Murdoch University,
Australian National
University plus
Cambodian scholar

2018

Liberal anti-corruption reforms effectively
deepen Cambodia’s market capitalism and
provide ways for the neopatrimonial state to
rationalise and reorganise the shadow
economy, and consolidate power relations.
Strategies for deepening Cambodia’s anticorruption reforms need to distinguish more
rigorously between liberal and democratic
notions of accountability and be clear-eyed
about exactly how interventions will deliver
democratic dividends.

Zimbabwe

Germany –
aim was to
inform U4
Partner
engagement
on the NACS

Political
Settlement
Analysis, with
Health Sector
Case Study
(including infield
interviews)

1980-2019

Zimbabwean Studies
Unit, Rhodes University
and University of
Zimbabwe

2020

Zimbabwe’s current semi-authoritarian
character will inherently inhibit the full
implementation of the national anticorruption strategy. As it currently stands,
corporate governance challenges abound
within a weak and captured state
bureaucracy. Many corruption cases are
politicised by the ongoing factional politics
within the ruling party. Coordination
between anti-corruption institutions is ad
hoc and unsystematic. State funding for
agencies seeking to counter corruption is
deficient.
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Transparent Governance
of Natural Resources in
Colombia (TGNR)

About the project
Transparent Governance of Natural Resources
(TGNR)

About the project

What was TGNR’s goal?
Corruption

Organized
crime

1. Provide a better understanding of how corruption and
organized crime operate in the drivers

2. Generate feasible recommendations on how to

mitigate these phenomena by enhancing processes,
legal frameworks, or situations that facilitate corruption
and organized crime

DEFORESTATION AND BIODIVERSITY
LOSS DRIVERS
Illegal mining

Illegal logging

Wildlife trafficking

Land grabbing

Project executed between June 2020 and May 2021
17

How to achieve the goal?
MODULE #1.
Concept of
corruption & risks

MODULE #2.
Scope of the
analysis

MODULE #3.
Identification of the
context

MODULE #6.
Analysis of the
problem

MODULE #5.
Filling the corruption
risk matrix

MODULE# 4.
Stakeholders' map

MODULE #7.
General & per driver
analysis of risks

MODULE #8.
Analysis of
organized crime

MODULE #9.
Integration between
corruption &
organized crime
analysis

MODULE #10. Draft recommendations
18

How to achieve the goal?

19

Lessons learned
Transparent Governance of Natural Resources
(TGNR)

Lessons learned
Methodological approach

Substantial lessons

Methodology on its own is insufficient

organized
SuAnalyze
actuación como
empresacrime
criminal.

Value chain/patterns should be the central tool

Knowledge of legal frameworks + processes is
El uso de lakey
violencia física.

Multilevel knowledge required

Identification & confidentiality of key stakeholders

Fragmented information makes the analysis
more difficult

Pause, reflect & re-engage (e.g., validate findings)

How to improve CRA’s
effectiveness
Transparent Governance of Natural Resources
(TGNR)

How to improve CRA’s effectiveness

Allocate sufficient time
for CRA projects (e.g.,
Include a final advocacy
phase for CRA projects,
prepare advocacy
strategies)

Determine beforehand
the focus of anticorruption efforts (e.g.,
prevention, detection,
investigation, or
sanction)

Deepen the
understanding of social,
political, economic, and
cultural aspects amongst
NRM practitioners

Foresee a previous
phase for all projects to
analyze the problem
from an anti-corruption
lens

Seek lessons learned
from other sectors
regarding anticorruption

Promote projects with a
regional scope –
transnational component
of environmental harm

Integrate anticorruption, human
rights, and organized
crime analysis in the
long-term strategies

Rethink
recommendations and
advocacy strategies from
a behavior change
perspective

Thank you
Transparent Governance of Natural Resources
(TGNR)
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POLL
How likely are you to suggest performing or supporting a CRA in your
working context?
a. Definitely not
b. Unlikely
c. Likely
d. Certain
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POLL
TNRC's goal is to expand and
deepen understanding of anticorruption in natural resource
management. Did this event
provide you with new information?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Unsure

After attending this webinar, would you say that you
have:
___ A better understanding of how corruption risk
assessments are defined and what they typically entail?
___ A better understanding of main lessons from
research and experience on effective implementation
of corruption risk assessments?
___ A better sense of actions that can be taken to help
improve the effectiveness of corruption risk
assessments for conservation interventions?
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Harnessing knowledge, generating evidence, and supporting innovative policy and
practice for more effective anti-corruption programming
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